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WEEKLY MESSAGE,TRANSMITTED BY MARY, QUEEN OF PEACE TO MOTHER SHIMANI

I Am Mary, I Am the essence of Peace, that Peace that emanates from the Heart of God.

I Am Mary, Mother and Guardian of this Peace in the heart of men and women of this world.

I Am Mary, Faithful Servant and constructer of Piety in the inner worlds of humanity.

I Am Mary, loving and pure Mother who weaves in the universe the mantle of light to afterwards
cover My children with protection and love.

I Am Mary, the Eternal Faithful Mother who collects flowers in the sky to place them in the hearts
of the children who suffer for the lack of peace in the world, for the lack of reconciliation with God
and for the lack of fraternity among siblings.

During this day in which the world prays and fasts for peace among humanity, My maternal
presence is with all of My children.

Today I have talked about peace to the nations through My spokesman, My beloved son, the Pope
Francis, and the universe expects that these words and the pleas of thousands of hearts that have
accompanied these pleas that have arrived to Heaven, also get to the heart of the ones responsible
for the nations who must understand that Peace is vital in the world in order to be able to go ahead.

I want, on this day of vigil and loving and powerful prayer, to thank each child who has offered his
or her prayer and fasting for peace in the world and to tell them that from now on there will be
many days with vigils and fasting for this humanity that clamors for the Light and the Forgiveness
of God.

More each day, beloved children, we must be united, you and I, your Celestial Mother, and pray to
God for the people, for the nations, for the religions so that the light of the Holy Spirit may descend
and bring wisdom to face the events that will come.

Today we have seen from the Heavens brothers and sisters united in a single purpose: peace. And in
the universe a light of great hope has been ignited. Let us advance in this pathway of peace and
fraternity so that when the Redeemer, who is returning, places His Presence among you, He may
find the hearts ignited with the flame of reconciliation and love.

Be blessed, pray united for a Greater Purpose, the one that appeals to seeing human beings in
fraternity.

Peace for the hearts.

Light for the consciousnesses.

Love for all on the Earth.
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Thank you for being with Me today.

Mary, Mother and Queen of Peace


